A Late Iron Age helmet recently found near
Canterbury (see page 12).
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If you would like to join the committee and help with the Friends’ activities, please
contact the Chairman: David Shaw, 61 Broad Oak Road, Canterbury CT2 7PN (phone:
01227 769843; email: david@djshaw.co.uk).
The next Newsletter will appear in March 2013. Please send contributions to the
Chairman at the above address by the beginning of February 2013.

Excursions organised by FCAT
Members and guests participate in excursions at their own risk. FCAT does
not accept responsibility for any loss or injury. Excursions involve walking in
the open and negotiating steps and stairs both externally and within buildings.
Appropriate footwear and clothing should always be worn.
FCAT welcomes participation in its excursions by members and guests with
impaired mobility, provided that they are accompanied by a person who
can act as a helper. It is advisable to check in advance with the Excursion
Leader or the Excursions Secretary to establish whether access problems are
anticipated on a speciﬁc trip.
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Have you moved house or changed your bank?
Don’t forget to let our Membership Secretary
know so that our records are up-to-date.
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From the Director
Dear Friends,
You will all know about the state of the nation’s economy, but how many of you know
how closely tied the success or survival of the Trust is to national economic trends and
what effect the economic climate has on the affairs of CAT? The answer, I’m afraid,
is considerable adverse effect. Because of the ﬁnancial crisis, with banks reducing
lending to builders, and builders in turn developing less, as we are at the ‘sharp end’
of development cycles, there is far less work for us to do. With the economy in stasis,
we are experiencing worrying periods when work for our talented, engaged and
experienced ﬁeld team dries up. These are difﬁcult times that are likely to continue
for a while yet, but Friends should be aware that the entire Trust, from Trustees to
dedicated diggers, is working exceptionally hard to keep us functioning, albeit at the
moment at less than maximum capacity.
We have the most wonderfully talented team here, arguably one of the best in all our
thirty-seven years. Although times are hard, post-excavation and reporting work is
continuing on a wide range of projects; small to medium excavations, evaluations,
watching briefs and building surveys are taking place in the city, district and across the
county and this work is keeping our team ticking over and at times we are very busy.
With developer funding faltering, the Trust is actively seeking ways to ﬁnd alternative
funding streams, through the development of educational initiatives. We are at the
same time restructuring the Trust to increase efﬁciency and productivity.
Other organisations have been through or are going through this process, and one of
the unfortunate but inevitable by-products for builders and archaeologists is greater
competition for a diminishing pool of work. There is additionally increasing reluctance
on the part of developers to fund archaeology. We can only hope that national,
regional and local organisations controlling development will hold ﬁrm and protect
our national heritage by enforcing systems of planning control for buried and standing
archaeology that have taken over 30 years to put in place. We must also hope that
curators stand ﬁrm to ensure that archaeological standards do not slip as greater
emphasis is placed on price.
The support of the Friends is immensely important to us at all times but particularly
when the going gets tough. You all do a great deal for us now, but we hope to work
with the Friends committee to offer you and others new and exciting opportunities
in the future, for example, to view and handle new ﬁnds like those illustrated in this
Newsletter, and to participate in or regularly visit a new community excavation starting
in the New Year on Stour Street, Canterbury.
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We are planning to put greater energy
into expanding CAT’s outreach; to
build on our excellent Archaeology in
Education service run on our behalf
by our Education Ofﬁcer Marion
Green in partnership with the Kent
Archaeological Society, and on recent
successes with Sittingbourne CSI,
with Folkestone ‘A Town Unearthed’
and with the BOAT 1550 BC Interreg
project (Dover Boat), and to develop
new projects. These new projects
include participation in two recently
agreed Lottery-funded schemes:
‘Parks for People’ in Canterbury,
and the White Cliffs trail in Dover. In
partnership with our local universities
we are also seeking to establish a
A 3rd-century A.D. Roman balsamarium found near
training excavation for fee-paying
Petham
students lasting for four to six weeks
each year, and a regular series of archaeological workshop weekends in association
with the Kent Archaeological Society and with local and regional museums. The
workshops will take place in the ﬁeld and in the ofﬁces of the Trust and will in part make
use of our rich and extensive archive of archaeological ﬁnds for the public good.
We are great believers in regional archaeology and community. With our local focus
we give far more back than outright commercialism allows. The main theme of my
message to you is that the Trust is having a tough time, but be reassured that we are
moving forward with a positive attitude. I hope in these difﬁcult times CAT will ﬁnd
supporters everywhere.
All this has been rather gloomy but let me end on a better note with a brief report on
a wonderful ﬁnd.
The object illustrated here, a Roman balsamarium or unguent ﬂask was found a few
months ago near Petham by Sebastien Girardot, a French metal detectorist who
deposited the ﬁnd with our Finds Manager Dr Andrew Richardson. The object has
been recorded in the PAS database as record KENT-7D72A7. The photographs were
taken by our photographer, Andrew Savage.
The copper-alloy balsamarium in a vase-like form is decorated with relief scenes
depicting Bacchic imagery, including a satyr and three male human ﬁgures. The
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object has been damaged, probably by contact with the plough, but is otherwise in
very good condition. It is 50mm high with a maximum diameter of 42mm and weighs
74.6g.
One of our external ﬁnds specialists, an old friend, Dr Martin Henig, believes the vessel
could be of Gallo-Roman origin and probably dates from the 3rd century AD. There
is no parallel from Britain and the majority of this class of vessel on the continent are
rather squat in comparison with ours. He has however found a few similar examples
including one from Rheims decorated with gladiators (perhaps the closest published
example) and another with dancing satyrs from Fethiye Museum, Turkey.
I look forward to showing this ﬁnd and the product of our activities over the past year
at the Annual Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture in January.
Paul Bennett
November 2012

Story of theatrical ‘rogues and vagabonds’
started in Tenterden
When retired puppeteer Alan Stockwell MBE of Smarden, Kent, came across a playbill
advertising a production of ‘Wives as They Were’ at the New Theatre, Tenterden, in
1799 by the ‘Jonas & Penley Company’, he was inspired to discover more about the
troupe and the venue where it performed.
Exploring Tenterden, he was surprised to ﬁnd Theatre Square and Theatre Cottages, a
few yards from the High Street, obvious clues to site of the New Theatre.
‘I’ve lived about eight miles from Tenterden for more than 40 years without knowing
it had a theatre in Georgian times. It was built in 1799 and closed about 40 years
later,’ said Alan. ‘After my visit I met a local collector of antiquarian books who owned
a cache of more than 30 New Theatre playbills, most of them advertising Jonas &
Penley.
‘I found lots more in Tenterden and Rye museums and eventually I located and
photographed 140 Jonas & Penley playbills, 80 of them for productions in Tenterden,
17 in Rye and the rest for performances in Battle, Hastings, Lydd and, to my
astonishment, more than 30 in Belgium.
‘The company also performed in theatres in Canterbury, Faversham, Folkestone,
Maidstone, Henley and Windsor’.
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Left: Alan Stockwell and (background) the ﬁrst of 140 Jonas & Penley playbills he discovered.
Right: Theatre Cottage and the entrance to Theatre Square, Tenterden.
Within weeks of meeting the collector, Alan decided to ﬁnd out all he could about
brothers-in-law John Jonas and Sampson Penley and their itinerant company, and
publish a book about them.
He learned that Jonas & Penley was very much a family business, with the proprietors’
wives and children among its cast, and that it experienced many adventures and mixed
fortunes as it made its way from town to town in the days when touring companies
were regarded as little better than rogues and vagabonds.
‘Once I’d ﬁnished my research I faced the problem of ﬁnding enough money to cover
my publishing costs,’ said Alan, ‘but fortunately the Kent Archaeological Society
helped me with a grant from its Allen Grove Local History Fund.’
The fund awards grants of up to £500 towards the cost of research, publishing,
exhibitions and other local history projects. Details on http://www.kentarchaeology.
org.uk. The deadline for applications for next year’s grants is March 31 2013.
Alan’s book, ‘Finding Sampson Penley’, runs to 330 pages, and now been published
by Vesper Hawk, priced £9.95 from www.vesperhawk.com and Amazon.
Alan was a puppeteer for more than 40 years and was awarded the MBE in 2000 for
services to education, a rare honour for a professional puppeteer. He is a speaker and
author of several books including ‘Mr Dickens & Master Betty’ and three collections of
Sherlock Holmes pastiches. He is a member of the Society for Theatre Research, the
Irving Society and Smarden Local History Society.
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Tenterden’s theatrical tradition continues to this day with the Barn Theatre at Smallhythe
Place and the Sinden Theatre at Homewood School. Sir Donald Sinden lives near
Tenterden and has said: ‘I’ve known about Tenterden all my theatrical life, because the
famous Victorian actress Ellen Terry lived in nearby Smallhythe. There was a theatre
in an enchanting little corner of town, Bells Lane, and there are still some ‘theatre’
cottages behind the Café Rouge, which was originally the Eight Bells Inn.
Media contact: Alan Stockwell: telephone 01233 770513,
email bandastockwell@tiscali.co.uk

GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR KENT LOCAL HISTORY PROJECTS
March 31 2013 is the latest date by which applications for grants from the Kent
Archaeological Society’s Allen Grove Local History Fund can be accepted.
The grants are awarded annually to encourage interest in Kent’s local history. Sums of up
to £500 (or more for ‘exceptional projects’) are available to help cover the cost of research,
publications, exhibitions and other projects.
Individuals, groups, organisations and students can download application forms from
www.kentarchaeology.org.uk or obtain one by sending a s.a.e. to the KAS’s Hon. General
Secretary, Peter Stutchbury, at Lympne Hall, Lympne, Hythe, CT21 4LQ.
Allen Grove was one of the county’s most eminent historians of his generation. He was
Curator of Maidstone Museum from 1948 to 1975, Hon. Curator of the KAS for 26 years
(and its President in 1987/88) and Chairman of the Kent History Federation for eight years.
When he died in 1990 he left £26,000 from the proceeds of the sale of his house to the
KAS, with instructions that the society should invest the legacy and distribute the interest in
ways that would promote the enjoyment of Kent’s local history.
The ﬁrst grants were made in 1994. Since then more than £28,000 has been awarded,
mainly to support the publication of books and booklets but also for displays in heritage
centres, oral history projects, and establishing archives and research centres.
Paul Tritton, Hon. Press Ofﬁcer
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Boost to the
CAT BOX collection
I think many Friends are aware that the
Trust’s Education Service boasts a ﬁne
collection of loans for Kent schools and
interest groups. Our CAT KITs have
fragments of real ﬁnds from excavations
with teaching ideas and the CAT BOX
collection is an extensive range of largely
replica items and high-quality models
which we inherited from KCC. The
Friends last year funded production of
some splendid replica Anglo-Saxon glass
beakers (modelled on those found at The
Meads, Sittingbourne excavations) which
have been added to the replica AngloSaxon loans. Recently they have funded
a further resource as a result of an
initial request from Trouvere, a reenactment company who wanted
to use a CAT photograph in
their publication for schools
and young people. This
book, How to be a Tudor, is
full of engaging activities for children
to bring the Tudor period to life and we
could see it would complement our replica
Tudor clothes and objects really well. So,
thanks to funding from the Friends, each
of the twelve Tudor CAT BOXes now has
one of these new resource books. The
CAT BOXes are very popular with Kent
schools and some Tudor ones have just
gone out for the start of Term 2!
Marion Green
Education Ofﬁcer
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Canterbury Festival Walks 2012
It is always a pleasure to ‘tail-end’ the walks organised by Meriel Connor for the
Canterbury Festival, particularly when I was lucky enough to be allocated to The
Director’s Walk on Thursday 16 October. As always, the walk was full, and Paul Bennett
kept 30 people enthralled as we went from The Buttermarket to the Castle. As can be
seen from the attached photo, we had perhaps our youngest participant this time: she
was probably no more than 6 months old! The weather was not kind to us, but there
were no complaints. At least 10 people took membership forms at the end, so it will be
interesting to see how many new members we gain.
What a worthwhile enterprise this series of walks is: as always, Meriel Connor worked
so hard to get an interesting programme together, and it was much appreciated by
all participants.
Diane Billam
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CHAS NOTEBOOK – A NEW WEBSITE
http://www.canterbury-archaeology.org.uk/
FCAT members may wish to be aware of a new
website devoted to Canterbury’s past. It has
been created by a small group of members of
the Canterbury Historical and Archaeological
Society (CHAS) and is known as the CHAS
Notebook. The parent site was launched in 2009
to provide details of CHAS meetings, excursions,
membership, etc. The ﬁrst Notebook pages,
around 100 devoted to the main city buildings
with some biographies, appeared in 2011 and a
further 160 pages, mainly to cover the cathedral,
were released at the end of August 2012. To ﬁnd
it, use the link shown above or Google ‘CHAS Canterbury’ (our site should be top of
the Google list) and click the Notebook tab.
The general approach has been to focus on what we can see today – this is not a
general history of the city. Brief text (one page per topic) is accompanied by images in
colour, 850 in all, each of which you can click to enlarge with a caption. The topics cover
the main buildings, homes, churches, almshouses, railways, mills, gates, etc, plus 150
pages devoted to the cathedral tombs, windows, paintings and other features. In the
street furniture section (much of which is not available in existing sources) you can ﬁnd
out more on the city ironwork, boundary stones, GPO markers, paving stones, post
boxes and telephone kiosks. Throughout the site we have indicated source literature
(supplemented with a bibliography of the city), provided indexes and a clickable city
map, and inserted internal hyperlinks wherever this seemed helpful. Users can access
the site without charge.
We hope all this provides a framework to which we can add more. In addition to more
buildings, features and people, we are looking at ways of adding architectural notes
(styles and features), and also research papers contributed by others. If you would
like to contribute in any way, do get in touch. We are particularly keen to hear from
researchers who have some experience of local sources and would like to give their
research ﬁndings a wider audience – the site has attracted over 40,000 hits so far.
28 October 2012
David Lewis
CHAS Chairman
lewiscant@gmail.com
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Kon’nichiwa to archaeologists from Japan
Back in 2006 when we ﬁrst launched our CAT KITs, I gave a presentation at the
Council for British Archaeology’s ‘Archaeology and Education’ conference in York. In
the audience was a Japanese archaeologist, a friend and colleague of Don Henson,
former Head of Education at the CBA. So when Don told me that Katsuyuki was in
England and would like to come to CAT and discuss our education work further I
thought, ‘Yep – I’m up for that!’
So it was that Katsuyuki Okamura (Archaeologist with Osaka City Cultural Properties
Association) and Yoshio Negita (Chief Archaeologist with the Agency for Cultural
Affairs, Tokyo) met up with me at CAT to discuss in particular what we do to promote
Archaeology in formal and public education.
They were both very keen on the kits and using archaeological ﬁnds in this way and
many photos were taken. We also talked about community archaeology projects and
the value of reconstructions and readily accessible web resources. I’ve since sent
Katsuyuki some useful web links for him to look into.
It was a great opportunity for me to again spread the word about our work and
educational activities. In exchange for my hospitality I was given a Japanese tea
ceremony cloth and a bamboo fan. Just need the weather to use it now!
Katsuyuki speaks near-perfect English and said
in a follow up email, ‘Thank you very much for
showing us the wonderful jobs of CAT and very
useful website. We have learned a lot about how
we should manage archaeology and present it
to the public... It encourages me to learn more
about ‘Archaeology and Education’ ’.
I am happy that I’m now known as Marion-san.
Marion Green
Education Ofﬁcer

e

Reminders by email

I send out reminders of our meetings by email to all members of the
Friends for whom we have email addresses. If you do not receive
these reminders and would like to do so, please send me a message.
My address is david@djshaw.co.uk.
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A Late Iron Age helmet
found near Canterbury
Just after arriving home from
work one evening in October, I
received a telephone call from
a local metal detectorist who I
know from my time as Kent Finds
Liaison Ofﬁcer. This chap, who
wishes to remain anonymous,
has also, in the past, volunteered
on CAT projects and so, having
made what he described as a
‘signiﬁcant discovery’, he decided
to contact me. He said that he
had found what he believed to be
The helmet and brooch. The small detached spike
a Celtic bronze helmet. I knew of
was probably from the top of the helmet.
no such helmets from Kent; the
famous Deal Warrior excavated by Keith Parﬁtt at Mill Hill had a bronze head-dress,
but that was not a helmet as such. Even for Britain as a whole, I knew such a ﬁnd
would be incredibly rare. But the ﬁnder seemed very conﬁdent and I knew he was an
experienced detectorist, so I arranged to visit him ﬁrst thing the next morning to have
a look.
On arriving at his house, a box was produced and opened to reveal a Late Iron Age
brooch in very good condition along with what was indeed a bronze helmet of the
same period. There was also a fragment of burnt bone which he said he had found
together with the helmet and brooch, and he remarked that more bone had been
present at the ﬁnd spot. It therefore seemed probable that the ﬁnds were derived from
a cremation burial. We agreed that, if possible, it would be best to carry out a small
excavation of the ﬁnd spot to learn as much as we could about the context of what
was indeed a signiﬁcant ﬁnd. I was given all the details of the location and the ﬁnder
happily handed the objects into my care.
The ﬁnding of two prehistoric base-metal objects together in the same place made
the ﬁnds potential Treasure so on my return to the Trust I reported the discovery to the
Coroner, the Finds Liaison Ofﬁcer for Kent and the Treasure Registrar. Discussions
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with colleagues at the Trust and with the landowner, tenant, FLO, British Museum and
others then followed; it was agreed that a speedy excavation of the immediate ﬁnd
spot was the best course of action.
The ﬁnder had very sensibly reburied a bag of lead ﬁshing weights in the backﬁlled
hole, which made locating the precise ﬁnd spot much easier than might otherwise
have been the case. Thus, on a cold (and occasionally wet) Saturday in late October,
a team drawn from the Canterbury Archaeological Trust and the Dover Archaeological
Group carried out the excavation, opening a 2m x 2m square trench centered on the
ﬁnd spot. This revealed no elaborate chieftain’s burial, but rather a small oval pit,
cut into the natural chalk, which had just been missed by deep plough furrows to
either side. Cutting into this, The original recovery pit could be readily identiﬁed as a
roughly circular hole about 0.35m in diameter. Careful removal of its ﬁlling yielded a
moderate quantity of cremated bone and a few small fragments of copper-alloy sheet,
presumably derived from the helmet.
At the base of the detectorist’s excavation, the lower half of the helmet’s oval outline
was preserved as a near perfect cast in the surrounding undisturbed soil. In places,
this outline was stained green from the copper-alloy composition of the helmet, and a
few small fragments of actual copper-alloy sheeting remained on the base.
From the account provided by the ﬁnder and the evidence recovered from the subsequent
archaeological investigation, the overall form of the burial can be reconstructed with
some conﬁdence. A shallow
circular pit had initially been
cut into the natural chalk.
Into this, the inverted helmet
had then been placed. It was
positioned in the eastern half
of the pit, orientated northnorth-east by south-southwest, with its projecting rear
neck-guard at the NNE end.
Either just before or just after
the helmet had been put
into the ground a quantity of
cremated human bone had
been placed within it.
The brooch recovered was
contained within the upper
part of the bone deposit and

Impression left by the previously removed helmet.
Scale 20cm
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it is likely that the cremated bone had originally been held within some sort of cloth or
leather bag/container which had been closed at the top by the brooch. The whole had
then been placed within the inverted helmet which in this case served as an ‘urn’. The
pit was then backﬁlled with relatively clean soil and chalk, with no surviving evidence to
suggest that the spot had been permanently marked in any way. No evidence for any
other interments was discovered in the excavation and it would seem that the helmet
burial was either an isolated one or formed part of a somewhat dispersed cemetery
with widely spaced burials.
The pit was cut on its west side by one of the plough furrows. The rim of the helmet
exhibits damage, probably cause by contact with a plough. Had the helmet not been
found when it was, there can be little doubt that it would have suffered further plough
damage in future, ultimately leading to its fragmentation and dispersion.
This particular metal detectorist is to be commended on the way that he dealt with this
discovery. He attempted to photograph the helmet in situ but was unable to do so due to
technical problems with his camera. He removed the helmet with very little disturbance
to its immediate context and marked the spot with a bag of lead weights, enabling it to
be easily relocated. Thanks are also due to the landowners and to the tenant farmer,
for giving permission for the excavation of the ﬁnd spot to take place. The excavation
of the ﬁnd spot was led by Keith Parﬁtt and Paul Bennett, accompanied by the author
and Jake Weekes and Annie Partridge of Canterbury Archaeological Trust, along with
Tina Parﬁtt, David Holman and Richard Hoskins of Dover Archaeological Group, all of
whom gave up their free time to ensure the completion of this work. Crispin Jarman of
CAT carried out the surveying of the site using the Trust’s GPS equipment.
The brooch dates to circa 90–50 BC and the helmet would also appear to date from
this period. The closest parallel in Britain is a helmet found in a rich inhumation grave,
dated circa 50 BC, excavated in 2008 near Bognor Regis. But no parallel for the use
of such a helmet as a container for cremated bone is known in Britain. It is likely
that the helmet itself is not of British origin, since so few have been found here. It is
paralleled by helmets from Gaul and the Rhineland. Similar helmets were used by both
Caesar’s troops and their opponents during the Gallic Wars, and it is possible that is
the historical setting during which this example arrived in Kent; however, much further
study remains to be done and by the time you read this, the helmet will be in the British
Museum, being studied by specialists in Iron Age metal work. Ultimately, however, it
is to be hoped that the Museum of Canterbury will be able to acquire these important
ﬁnds, so that they can be permanently displayed here.
Andrew Richardson
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The Oxford Handbook to Roman Britain
Firstly, my thanks to the Friends for recently supporting my contribution to the
forthcoming Oxford Handbook to Roman Britain, kindly providing funding for a
week of the work. I hope this will be another way in which the Friends are helping
to promote the Trust’s proﬁle at an international level.
The Oxford Handbook to Roman Britain will include chapters from approximately
ﬁfty scholars within a single volume, with an emphasis on updating theoretical
frameworks in the mainstream by drawing on developments of the last two
decades driven by the annual Theoretical Roman Archaeology Conference. My
chapter, reﬂecting my particular research interest, is entitled Cemeteries and
funerary practice, looking at rituals surrounding the disposal of the body after
death from the pre-conquest and Roman periods and considering regional
variability. In drafting this chapter (ﬁrst draft is now with the editors!), my
main mission has been to emphasise the need for an alternative approach to
funerary evidence, one that attempts to reconstruct the archaeology of entire
funerals. In the past, too much emphasis tended to be placed on the particular
archaeological context of the burial, and merely comparing burials and their
contents without considering what these could tell us about the other funerary
actions, such as laying out of the deceased, transportation and modiﬁcation of
the body (especially cremation), and, following burial, continued visiting of the
resting place and commemoration.
Funerary process approaches have been championed in the Romano-British
sphere by a number of theorists but in many cases these theoretical frameworks
are still applied by practitioners in the ﬁeld, who could be realising far more from
their data.
Advances in this area have particularly relied on the cremation process as
a preserver of evidence from earlier in the funerary sequence, but I hope my
chapter also introduces plenty of new ideas about how the same study could
apply equally to inhumation and other funeral types. We are in a position at CAT,
especially with our in-house expertise in funerary archaeology from Prehistory
through to the Anglo-Saxon period, to build this sort of analysis of the funerary
process into our standard methodology, putting us right at the cutting edge of
this research area, with the prospect of increasing future funding. Thanks again
for your contribution.
Jake Weekes
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Archaeological Variety in Shefﬁeld,
Libya and Thanet
I’m Hayley Jedrzejewski (Jed-re-jew-ski) and I began working at the Canterbury
Archaeological Trust just over two years ago. My main job is to process and take care
of all the human remains but I also work in the ﬁnds department working on everything
and anything. I feel lucky to have such a mixed job as I love archaeology and I have
the opportunity to do different things. I wanted to write about what I have been busy
working on recently.
I frequently have to handle animal bone as it
comes in from site more often than human
bone, and is almost always mixed with human
skeletons. As animal bone seems to come in
abundance, it seemed beneﬁcial to attend an
animal bone course. With the kind support
from the Friends of the Trust, I was able to
attend the zooarchaeology course in the lively
city of Shefﬁeld. It was an intense three-day
course based at the University of Shefﬁeld’s
Department of Archaeology, mainly run by PhD
students and the Head of Department. We were
taught identiﬁcation of mammal, bird, ﬁsh, reptile and amphibian bones, as well as
ageing and sexing, among many other things. The lessons were part lecture, part
practical which was completely engaging and a ‘hands on’ approach really is the best
way to learn about bones. The course inspired a mixed group of other archaeology
lovers, including other human bone specialists, students and geneticists from different
parts of the world. It was exciting to be in a progressive, multi-disciplinary department
where everyone was friendly and also passionate about their work, which overall made
it an interesting learning environment. I’m not quite a master of animal bones (yet) but
I learnt so much that I can apply to my everyday work.
After Shefﬁeld, I was quickly whisked away to Libya, where we stayed in the wonderful
community of Shahhat, near the coast on the eastern side of Libya about 200km east
of Benghazi. The excavation took place at the Haua Fteah, a cave site that could
be up to 200,000 years old. My role was to supervise the post-excavation work and
process all the ﬁnds. It was a challenging job, but very rewarding once I could handle
all pre-historic materials such as lithics, animal bone and shell which represent human
activity. I was really excited that I managed to ﬁnd a shell bead (see picture). A human
jaw was found during the original excavations in the 1950s, but unfortunately there
were no skeletons found this year. As well as prehistoric archaeology, Libya also has
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a lot of beautiful, well preserved classical structures and being a classicist myself I
could not afford to overlook this. We were able to walk through the ancient city of
Cyrene, visit the Greek city of Appolonia and the Temple of Zeus. Many Libyans were
pleased to see tourists and the mood was generally positive, despite the recent
political troubles. The locals were kind and accommodating, which made the time
there absolutely unforgettable.
I have recently been working on human bone excavated at Thanet. In addition, I have
just **hot off the press** ﬁnished assessing a burial that was excavated this year from
the same site. The skeleton is an adult male in his late 20s with a healed fracture on
the right lower leg with possible infection. Due to its position and fracture type, it might
have been caused from a fall, but could also represent some kind of weapon trauma.
There is still some work to complete on this project, but I will keep you all posted.
It has been a really varied year for me, and I hope to have more archaeological stories
next time I write here.
Hayley Jedrzejewski

Booking Form
Guided tour of the Beaney Art Museum and Library
2.00pm Wednesday 9th January 2013

Name(s): .........................................................................................................................
email: ...............................................................................................................................
Telephone: .......................................................................................................................
Please return your booking form with your cheque for £4.00 (non-members £6.00)
made out to FCAT and, only if you have not provided an email address, a stamped
address envelope to :Steve Rogers, 5 Badgers Close, Blean, Canterbury, Kent CT2 9HH
email: steve.g.rogers@btinternet.com; Telephone (01227) 470908
Please note that this tour is subject to a maximum number of 30 and bookings must
be received by Wednesday 2nd January 2013.
Please see inside front cover for FCAT’s conditions for excursions.
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Friends of the Canterbury Archaeological Trust

Can you help us with delivery of the Newsletter?
We would like a couple of volunteers
to help us distribute to two areas,
one to deal with about 10 addresses in Bridge
and a second to look after a few addresses in the vicinity of
Longport/St Martin’s Hill in Canterbury.
Delivering newsletters by hand reduces our postage bill
and leaves more money to support
the work of the Trust.
If you think you could assist us,
please contact Jane Blackham, phone 01227 373086
or email jayjay_blackham@btinternet.com.

BOOKING
FORM
OVERLEAF
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FCAT Events 2012 / 2013
Wednesday 9th January 2013
Guided tour of the newly reopened Beaney Institute and Royal Museum
2.00pm Beaney Institute and Royal Museum
Booking form on page 17, numbers limited to 30
Saturday 26th January 2013
Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture
The annual review of the past year’s work of the Archaeological Trust by
Dr. Paul Bennett (Director CAT)
6.30pm Lecture Theatre, Old Sessions House, Canterbury Christ Church University,
Longport, Canterbury
Thursday 21st February 2013
Canterbury and East Kent in the Early Medieval Period
A symposium with speakers from Canterbury Archaeological Trust
Venue to be conﬁrmed: please check http://www.canterburytrust.co.uk/community_
archaeology/the-friends/fcat-events/, or email friends@canterburytrust.co.uk or
telephone the Trust’s ofﬁce on 01227 462062.
Wednesday 13th or 20th March 2013
FCAT Education and Outreach Programme
Marion Green, FCAT Education Ofﬁcer
7.00pm, Friends Meeting House, 6 The Friars, Canterbury CT1 2AS

For all events that do not have a stated charge, FCAT requests a donation of £2.00
for members, £3.00 for non-members and £1.00 for students, to cover costs and to
help to support the activities of the Archaeological Trust.
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You can contact the Friends of the Canterbury Archaeological Trust at:
Canterbury Archaeological Trust Ltd
92a Broad Street
Canterbury CT1 2LU
phone: 01227 825280
fax: 01227 784724
email: friends@canterburytrust.co.uk
web: www.canterburytrust.co.uk

Images from the new CHAS online Notebook on Canterbury. Further information on page 10.
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